Introduction
Interest in The Tsar Fish was generated by the fact that various editions of this "narration in short stories" (as the author defined the genre of work) visually reveal the problem of the boundaries of illustrating literary texts in general, and of a Siberian text with its own specific features in particular. In this realm, the language of visual art has evolved in such a way that more and more subtle subtexts have become objects for illustration. At the same time, the development of individual genres of graphic narrative in American and european comics and japanese manga illustrations have significantly expanded artists' views on what can (should) and cannot (should not) be illustrated.
Siberian works, in particular those by Viktor Astafyev, are permeated with descriptions of "the unbearable" -namely, trials that befall a person who was born in Siberia or for various reasons ended up living there 1 . Methods for visualising the unbearable have long been developed in book illustrations: we can recall, for example, the famous effect of using zoomorphic characters in Maus: A Survivor's Tale by Art Spiegelman 2 , thanks to which even the most impressionable reader -the reader-child -can withstand the story from the Holocaust, while at the same time the story does not lose its drama. However, it is easier to apply such game strategies in illustrating a contemporary work whose visual field has not yet been formed by tradition. For the illustrator of a classical text, representing the unbearable remains one of the most difficult tasks: the contemporary reader expects a certain rigidity of subjects and plots from the artist, while tradition essentially limits his choice of means for expressing them.
In the current tradition of illustrating Siberian texts, the subject of the unbearable could be avoided by instead emphasising the ecological tenor of the text and accompanying it with epical or lyrical pictures of Siberian nature. Conversely, within the same tradition, the subject of the "unbearable" could be touched upon by using the principles and approaches of the Severe Style of Soviet art, making a correction for its inevitable heroisation as a side effect. Attempts to avoid heroisation compel the artist to turn to pre-Soviet times or even earlier, which at the level of artistic tools signifies the actualisation of the iconographic principles of "art before the era of art" 3 . These help the artist to solve an even more difficult task than representing the terrible -representing the paradoxical. The writer possesses a huge choice of means allowing their polar perception to be embedded into a single image, making it simultaneously both beautiful and terrible. The history of illustration of The Tsar Fish shows how the illustrator can find similar expressive means in the visual arts. With a certain degree of conventionality, we will call these "icon-like" in this article.
They certainly are as such for the artist, who will be further discussed: he lives and works in the Orthodox tradition, which he also chose as his main creative guideline 4 . Yet on the scale of the history of images in general, this is certainly a much broader phenomenon associated with image presence, which in the religious realm functions as a structure-forming center, and any structured representation, from a single image to a monumental cycle, church building or book, constitutes the means for affirming the meaning of the central image 5 . The use of the term "icon-like" in relation to a certain type of illustration is in this case based on a deep affinity for this style of illustration, which favours the evidence and seeming concreteness of the anthropomorphic image over the suggestiveness and universality of the landscape, as well as the cultic image that tries to make the invisible visible in the human representation. "Icon-like" in this case is not only a method for accentuating the religious tone of the text, which has a place and ', 1990 . The Burlington Magazine, 2011 , № 1294 has repeatedly become the object of study by philologists 6 , but is also a way of solving many wider problems in illustrating an artistic text associated with the visualisation of opposing imagery.
Opposing imagery and the objectives of illustration
Several intersecting approaches and associated principles of interpretation for verbal sequences can be identified in the work of illustrators of Astafyev's writing. These can be designated as the search for a person (portrait of a protagonist), search for a relationship (a genre or household scene that reveals the nature of a relationship between people), search for impression (an image of the environment, natural or human-made, such as nature up close or a still life), or search for significance (an epic landscape-panorama).
As a rule, several approaches are combined in the developed and systematic visual series of images considered here, a result of the complexity of the tasks with which the artist is faced in illustrating Astafyev's text. There is therefore a task in visualising its liminal chronotope. Any character in Astafyev's texts (whether belonging to the world of people or the world of an animate and inanimate nature) exists on the tenuous border between life and death, and this liminal nature of existence essentially de-heroises the character -making them both miserable and incredibly prominent. The extremely tense opposing imagery of the text comes into conflict with the established tradition of illustrating Astafyev's works, which contains no means for visualising the paradoxes or depicting the absolute inseparability of the beautiful and unbearable, humiliation and greatness, and the matter of life and death.
We should keep in mind that this inseparability was not always so obvious. The illustrative tradition was formed in the Soviet period, when artists did not have access to the uncensored text of Astafyev, and even if they did, illustrations were subject to the same strict censorship as the text. This is partly the reason why, despite all the undeniable advantages of this tradition, nowadays it is perceived as a narrowing of the genre-related, imaginative and emotional spectrum of the text. It would seem that a contemporary artist, just like an illustrator of Astafyev's works published in the 1970s and 1980s, faces the task of reflecting the social drama of Astafyev's protagonist, namely the drama of separation from one's roots. However, in the censored text this drama appeared primarily as a confrontation between "the city and the village", which the artist could convey using the methods of the so-called Severe Style of Soviet fine art 7 . Meanwhile, in the original version of the text, the metaphysical rupture of the protagonist with reality comes to the foreground, and the artist is compelled to look for different methods of illustration.
The illustration tradition
The edition of The Tsar Fish published in 2013 by St Petersburg's Vita Nova publishing house with illustrations by Oleg Mikhailov should certainly be recognised as the summit of the Russian tradition of illustrating Astafyev's works
8 . An artist who made the decision to work in line with tradition would face no less difficult a task than that of an artist-innovator. The best examples of this tradition and the very idea of systemic illustration of texts during the Soviet period were concentrated in children's books, and were inevitably oriented towards softening contrasts and representing the generally accepted image of Siberia. A specific feature of literary genres that since the 19th century have been involved in forming the Siberian text of Russian literature (such as novels, short stories, travel writing, travel diaries,et cetera) is a romantic and -due to inevitable distancing -"external" view of Siberia, producing a number of well-known clichés, such as vast expanses awaiting development, the harsh beauty of nature, severe simplicity and the strength of the Siberian character. The novel (a variation of which is Astafyev's "narration in short stories") was chosen by Siberian writers in the second half of the 20th century as the most promising for showing Siberia from the inside, since this genre entails a thorough knowledge of local material and its interiorisation 9 . Illustrations for Astafyev's short story "Vasyutkino Lake" by Nikolai Ustinov convey a beautiful and distanced image of Siberian nature. The artist's skill makes this image so aesthetically significant that it would be easy for the reader, focusing on the illustrations, to ignore the borderline topic of the short story. In the text, the taiga is beautiful, yet it poses a mortal threat to the lost boy; the "existential cold" (in the words of joseph Brodsky) breathes from it with the horror of complete alienation from everything that is dear to the child -their home, family and life itself. The softening of the bipolarity in the image of the taiga does not consist of a softness of landscape: nature as represented by Ustinov is extremely severe, and the specific aspects of forms, lighting and colour are The image of the region as "territory" is associated with imperial discourse, genres of travel essay and travel novel, and romanticism: Etkind, A. . The variety of uses of colour from a soft and complex palette to highly contrasting and achromatic combinations, also emphasises one or another emotional tenor of the illustrations.
The Severe Style gives the artist the opportunity to respond to Astafyev's challenge, namely the ability to combine two poles of perception of the same phenomenon and same character in a single image -such as admiration and horror, or respect and contemptuous commiseration. Yet these opportunities are limited, considering that the basis of the Severe Style is the protagonist's heroisation, which is very difficult to transcend with the mere expression of spatial deformations. figure: the Siberian landscape fades into the background giving way to the person -the author of the short story and his protagonist. The artist connects the modern principles of illustration (page spread illustrations that actively interact with the space outside the page and with the text inside, and imply a parallel perception of text and illustrations instead of switching between reading and viewing) and compositional techniques typical of the Orthodox icon-painting canon. The low horizon corresponds to the border of the "earth" on the icon; the figure of the protagonist rises above, taking up all the space allocated for the illustration just as the figure of a saint dominates the space of an icon and the space of a praying person. A plot-related image or the print space hang above the narrow line of the panorama on the lower margin of the page, and the panoramic image below endows them with additional importance by pushing them forward to the viewer in the same way as in the compositions of miracle-working icons appearing "in the air."
Illustrations by Sergey eloyan
The visual series of images in the book almost do not contain pure landscapes. As a rule, the foreground is always dominated by a massive figure or part of the figure of the author or protagonist. even in cases in which the protagonist is lying down and his figure is horizontal, he still dominates the landscape's horizontal line.
The page spread that opens the chapter "Not enough Heart" illustrates a similar situation as that in "Vasyutkino Lake": the protagonist, this time a runaway prisoner, is also looking for a way to get to the Yenisei river and also sees an endless indifferent sea of taiga in front of him. But in the illustration by eloyan, the protagonist is placed between the reader and the taiga, and no matter how small, disoriented and unstable the protagonist is, he is the first thing that catches the reader's eye. This is one of the few compositions that has a high horizon, yet the panoramic landscape does not consume the protagonist and on the contrary slips away, leaving the reader alone with the protagonist's figure   15 . The illustration or text in a frame, surrounded by a panorama, dominates the background and thereby acquires both significance and clear identity. the "Russian" identification of the plot is solved, and its cultural importance for the vast Russian space becomes validated, just like the importance of the very space that produced such plots. The same thing happens in manuscript miniatures and marginal scenes on icons that represent narrations about miraculous icons and holy objects that appeared "in the air" over the Russian land and chose it as their place of constant presence 16 . The changing panorama of place in marginal scenes and miniatures supplements the unchanging iconographic pattern of exhibiting the holy, known already in Byzantium. This simultaneously affirms the importance of the holy object and the importance of the land that it chose and passed over in the air before taking root there. In the secular equivalent of such an arrangement, any plot-related image or the text itself -the print space -takes the place of the icon, as happens in the illustrations of Ivan Bilibin. The depicted subject and the spaces below mutually reinforce each other's importance 17 . A very strong effect that gives a sense of physical presence to the painted image in the tradition of icon painting is associated with the principle of depicting a full-sized figure on a narrow band of "earth." The viewer, who is accustomed to seeing a linear perspective in the picture, is inclined to unconsciously and automatically perceive the border of the "earth" as a horizon line. The lowered horizon line in the background gives the figure a significance that makes of the external observer feel incommensurably insignificant. The image dominates not only the space of the representation, but also the space of the viewer 18 . The epical, lyrical or panoramic landscapes that for other artists may be important in themselves, sometimes nullifying the presence of the protagonist in a short story, are moved further back in the illustrations of eloyan, not just thrusting out the protagonist, but making him completely defenceless before the reader-viewer. And the protagonist is in great need of such a protection. He is forlorn, he is ignoring the laws of gravity and anatomy, he is the embodied weakness of the artist's hand, and yet he is always in the foreground, always strikes the eye, and is an open target for criticism. exactly such a protagonist gets the status of a significant image -an image-presence -resulting from the composition approaches described. As a picture, he thus simultaneously causes interest and irritation, and as a person pity and respect, disapproval and sympathy, and other opposing feelings; moreover, these feelings are truly vivid. 
Image of the author
de-heroisation of a character is much easier for an artist who is not constrained by the boundaries of a certain style. Such an artist can afford to go all the way and portray the character as pathetic (maybe even sacrificing their own reputation as a graphic artist in doing this), draw a sluggish lopsided figure with dry and expressionless facial features. Yet we will never see anything like that in the representations of Astafyev that often appear among the illustrations. de-heroisation in these images occurs only at the expense of avoiding any grandiloquence. The author of the book is a private person who does not have claims to power and might, but is not in any way pitiful -and this is manifested, among other things, at the level of the drawing 19 . eloyan continues the tradition of the watercolour portraits of Astafyev that emerged among krasnoyarsk artists (such as toivo Rännäli and Valery kudrinsky). Portraits by kudrinsky can be viewed as illustrations, given that they are linked to quotations and to some extent serve as visualisations of the narrative. Thus, the blackened logwork of a village house, hanging over the bent figure of the writer takes up the entire left side of the watercolour "Memory, Portrait of V. P. Astafyev". The wall of logs and storm clouds press on the figure, making physically tangible the meaning of the words, "The load of memory bends me down to the ground, breaks my tail bone" 20 . In this and other krasnoyarsk portraits 21 , Astafyev is wearing a plain white shirt and cardigan or sweater, with his hair tousled by the wind and his figure engaged in the implicit but persistent movement of the landscape. He is a private person, a part of his environment; he is participating, but not dominating; he is not a hero, not a reformer.
In the illustrations of eloyan, this same image gained an additional dimensionAstafyev is also an observer, and a panoramic landscape is visible behind his private, unostentatious figure. The representations of Astafyev in the book show that the "weakness" of drawing in portraying some of the characters for eloyan is a method and not a flaw in the artist's individual style. This method stems from a response to the challenges of Astafyev's text discussed above. If the author reveals the unpleasant facets of human nature, including -or even primarily -of his own nature, the artist is expected to produce a similar action in the visual realm and disclose his own weaknesses, which on the reader's part would cause the same sense of rejection of the character as 19 For illustrations with portraits of the author, you can see the sources cited in the footnote 14. the author's verbal description. Yet by making an emphatically miserable figure a compositional centre and forcing it to dominate, influence and shape the environment, the artist simultaneously achieves an entirely opposite response from the reader that also arises while reading: interest, respect, and sympathy for the character.
Conclusion
entering into interaction with the genre type of The Tsar Fish, each concept of the visual set of images involves some of its own subtexts that draw the reader's attention to a quite definite tone of the story. It can be a poem in prose about a harsh but beautiful land and the people who live there, but can also be a legend, an epic narrative about the difficulty of spiritual endeavour. Choosing specific genre guidelines, artists thereby offer various solutions to the problem of aesthetic visualisation of the opposing imagery of a very difficult and harsh, but simultaneously very poetic text. Against this background, the approach of eloyan is primarily of interest in terms of the proposed solution to visualising the paradoxical nature of the Siberian protagonist, which is very relevant for illustration techniques for Siberian texts.
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